Motivated by rapidly advancing capabilities for extensive nanoscale patterning of optical materials, I propose an approach to implementing photonic sequential logic that exploits circuit-scale phase coherence for efficient realizations of fundamental components such as a NAND-gate-with-fanout and a bistable latch. Kerr-nonlinear optical resonators are utilized in combination with interference effects to drive the binary logic. Quantum-optical input-output models are characterized numerically using design parameters that yield attojoule-scale energy separation between the latch states.
Nanophotonic engineering has grown rapidly in recent years, fueled by remarkable advances in the fabrication of high quality-factor low mode-volume (high-Q/V ) optical resonators 1, 2 .
A number of research groups have begun to demonstrate the potential of such structures for enabling ultra-low energy (sub-fJ) optical switching based on the bulk nonlinearity of optical materials such as InGaAsP 6, 7 . Although large-scale integration of such nonlinear-resonator devices to form complex feedforward/feedback networks remains a formidable challenge, substantial progress is being made [3] [4] [5] , making this an opportune moment to contemplate strategies for designing signal processing circuits that leverage unique physical attributes of the nanophotonic substrate.
Here I propose a high-level approach to photonic logic based on interferometry with nonlinear components, which exploits both the strong optical nonlinearities that may be obtained in high-Q/V resonators and the possibility of circuit-scale optical coherence (phase stability) that may be anticipated in monolithic nanophotonic circuits. Using a simple Kerrtype Hamiltonian to describe the cavity nonlinear optics, it is possible to derive quantum optical models for fundamental components such as a NAND gate (with fan-out) and a bistable latch. Such models can be interconnected using simple circuit algebra 8, 9 and are in fact compatible with a VHDL-based schematic capture workflow for complex circuit design 10 .
Through numerical simulation it is possible to explore the impact of quantum fluctuations on the operation of compound devices such as the bistable latch, indicating a significant need to study circuit topologies that utilize coherent feedback 11, 12 to suppress quantum noise in classical ultra-low power photonic signal processing 13 .
Signals in this logic scheme correspond to coherent states of single transverse-mode propagating electromagnetic fields, with complex amplitudes of zero and α representing low and high signal levels (with units such that |α| 2 is a photon flux). The diagrams in Fig. 1 resonance and the Kerr nonlinear coefficient of the intracavity medium 14 . The input-output coupling of the intracavity mode at port j ∈ {1, 2} is represented by a Lindblad operator
where κ j is the partial decay rate through the j th port (the total cavity energy decay rate is κ ≡ κ 1 + κ 2 ). The master equation for a single Kerr-nonlinear cavity is then given byρ
where to the input flux-amplitude E and the vertical axis corresponds to the magnitude of the flux-amplitude of the transmitted field t (black solid curve) or reflected field r (dotted red).
Threshold behavior associated with the Kerr nonlinearity, which can be exploited to drive logic operations, is clearly visible near input ≈ 26.
The single-output AND gate is configured with an input 50/50 beam-splitter that mixes the two input signals, such that the field driving the cavity has flux-amplitude 0 (low+low), It should be noted that although the gate designs have been discussed here in terms of the coherent means of the signal fields, the cavity nonlinear dynamics do not quite preserve coherent states but rather induce small amounts of squeezing for the parameters chosen. In the ultra-low power regime (which requires strong Kerr nonlinearities) it is thus of substantial interest to study how such quantum effects propagate through a complex circuit and induce non-ideal behavior, but this is left for future studies based on more concrete implementation scenarios. Note also that Markov approximations are assumed in the cavity interactions with propagating signal fields, and that the propagation time delay between components is neglected 8 (although arbitrary propagation phase shifts can be included where desired).
In addition to combinatorial gates, the nonlinear interferometry approach admits sequential logic components such as a bistable latch. A quantum-optical model corresponding to Fig. 3 can be derived straightforwardly using series and concatenation products 9, 12 . As with the electronic SR-NAND latch, the HOLD 
